We give a comparison result for two first quadrant spectral sequences that are isomorphic at every point other than the bottom horizontal line and the one that is the source of the map vanishes on that line. This situation comes out naturally when comparing niveau spectral sequences related to certain homology theories and an example is given here.
INTRODUCTION
When showing certain relations between two homology theories related to a scheme that is of finite type over a ground field k, it is sometimes easier to compare niveau spectral sequences (Bloch, 1974) related to these homology theories since the 1 terms in niveau spectral sequence consist of homology groups of a point on .
In this short paper we prove a comparison theorem for two first quadrant spectral sequences where all terms are isomorphic other than the bottom horizontal line and we also assume that one of the spectral sequnce vanishes on that line. This situation arises when we compare higher Chow groups (Bloch, 1984) and étale cohomology. But one might expect that it can also arise in other situations. This result was previously noticed by experts but we are giving here a written proof. It was also proved and used in authors Ph.D thesis (Uzun, 2013 for all ≥ 0. Since ̅ ,0 ∞ inject into ̅ ,0 2 we can combine these to get the desired long exact sequences.
An Application
Let be a smooth variety of pure dimension over a perfect field and be invertible in . The main application of the above result is comparing higher Chow groups and étale cohomology using cycle class map (Geisser and Levine, 2001 ) with the following indices. Here is and integer and = ( ) − 1 where ( ) denotes the cohomological dimension of . The reason of interest for these indices is that when = the Poincaré duality identifies the right hand group with the étale fundamental group modulo . Hence calculating the kernel and cokernel of this map is of interest for understanding the class field theory of . We have the following result using Thm. 1 and Beilinson-Lichtenbaum conjecture. (Uzun, 2016) .
Here ( ) denotes the Kato homology (Kato, 1986) and using known vanishing results on Kato homology (Jannsen and Saito, 2003; Jannsen and Saito, 2009; Saito and Kerz, 2012) , one can show that the cycle class map is an isomorphism under certain assumptions as in Prop. 13 and Thm. 14 in (Uzun, 2016) .
